Tilted plane Feldkamp type reconstruction algorithm for spiral cone beam CT.
An approximate image reconstruction method for spiral cone beam computed tomography (CT), called tilted plane Feldkamp type reconstruction algorithm (TPFR), is presented in this paper, which extends Feldkamp cone beam reconstruction algorithm to deal with its inaccuracy and artifact problems caused by large cone angle. This is done by tilting the reconstructing planes to minimize the cone angle and optimally fit the spiral segment of the source. The tilted plane image reconstruction requires reforming the three-dimensional projection data set for the tilted plane and application of Feldkamp algorithm to the reformed data set. Analytical and computational results can show that the image reconstruction performance of the proposed TPFR algorithm is superior to that of the Feldkamp reconstruction algorithm in the image quality, volume coverage speed, maximum achievable pitch value, and slice sensitivity profiles. Moreover, it provides more accurate image reconstruction than the existing two-dimensional reconstruction algorithms.